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What kind of ben Torah should your son become?
Another student’s father agrees. “I expected a warm yeshiva with  
one-on-one attention,” he writes, “with an emphasis on excellent  
midos, honesty and integrity. That each person should not be just a  
mechanical  Jew. That a young man should be able to appreciate the  
good that Hashem has bestowed in his life and accept the curve balls  
that may be thrown by the Pitcher up above. These attributes and  
more, I believe the Yeshiva is implementing in my son and all the  
young men who attend.”

The right Yeshiva  can make the difference between your son learning  
Torah and his living it with all his heart, with all his soul and with  
all his might.

To learn more about Yeshiva of Virginia, please phone, fax or email  
to arrange a visit. (Contact information is on the back.)

The kind of ben Torah who knows Torah, halachah and hashkafah,  
and who also lives by them. 

Who honors his parents, performs chesed, welcomes strangers, visits  
the sick, helps the needy, devotes himself to tefilah and brings shalom  
between his fellow Jews. Who’s drawn not only to the sforim, but also to  
their authors; not only to the learning, but also to those who teach it.

The kind of ben Torah your son becomes depends on the yeshiva he goes to.
At Yeshiva of Virginia, he’ll not only learn Torah, but he’ll also learn to  
live Torah.

“I really like the Yeshiva,” says a student from Long Island. “I think the  
rules are great, they force the students to be accountable. I like the values  
the yeshiva has and even its discipline. I like the goals it has. The Rebbeim  
and teachers are really great people and are very nice. I really like the  
basketball team and the work ethic it has.“


